The objective of this paper is concentrated on position and vibration control of multi flexible links robots which take a wide place of research now, especially in aerospace applications (e.g. the space shuttle). A discussion of the kinematics and dynamics of the flexible multi-link robots was established based on Newton-Euler formulation leading to a nonlinear dynamic model was simulated. A linearization of nonlinear model of two flexible links was followed result a linear model which was formed as a state space form, so an optimal control was applied. Fuzzy control was also applied to the linear model obtained from the above linearization. Finally a nonlinear model of two flexible links was simulated and fuzzy control was applied with different suggested trajectories and Simulation results for control demonstrate that the controllers perform very well for the tracking the desired trajectories.
Introduction:
Recently, the study the behavior of the multi flexible links robot is very important. This study includes the kinematics, dynamics and control models of the robot, in other words, the kinematics and dynamics of the systems must be represented by several methods like; Hamilton equation or expressed by Euler-Lagrange equation. For control multi flexible links robots, since these robots are light weighted, in order to improve these robots' performance, the vibration resulting from the structure flexibility must be suppressed as quickly as possible while the gross motion is controlled. Although, many control methods have been proposed to solve this kind of control problems such as inverse dynamic control [2] , adaptive control, robust control, fuzzy control [4, 8] , passivity-based control, but how to control flexible robots, especially two-link flexible manipulator more effectively is still an interesting point to study. In this paper, the study of kinematics and dynamics of two flexible links with the zero tip constraint, the use of this constraint results in simpler mathematical models, first develops a linear model of two flexible links model; the state space model with optimal control is studied. Then, the fuzzy controller is applied next with the suggested trajectories. A complete non linear model of two flexible links is built and the final control system is design with fuzzy controller. The final results of the non linear model with different suggested trajectories are presented.
Modeling of Two Links Flexible Robot:
Modeling of multi flexible links robot has been considered by many researchers. In order to simplify partial differential equations associated with flexible links some of them used assumed modes technique to derive equations of motion [3, 6] . Others used discretization of the links like finite element method [5] , or finite segment modeling and other derived equation of motion by using both assumed modes method and finite element method [6] .Constrained generalized coordinates is used to derive the equations of motion and the flexible deformation of the links are described in terms of moving coordinate systems. A convenient kinematics description could be used including both the rigid body motion and flexible deformation and recursive procedures can be set up for open chains with flexible links. Then, differential kinematics relationships are needed for computing kinetic and potential energy, within a Lagrangian approach. The motion of flexible bodies undergoing combined rigid and elastic motion can be analyzed by viewing the motion from a moving reference frame. The use of such a frame imposes a constraint on the motion viewed from this frame. This constraint is usually taken into consideration by selecting the trial functions that describe the motion viewed from the moving reference frame. One of the methods is the zero tip constraints [6] , which is more suitable when dealing with multi flexible links system. The use of this constraint results is a simple mathematical models.
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The Zero Tip Deformation Constraint
Considering the zero tip deformation constraint, which is invoked by drawing a straight line between the link ends x = 0 and x = L. The configuration is represented by the coordinate system xy in Figure 1 . As a result, the boundary conditions on the secondary motion become those of a pinned-pinned beam, so that one can use simple sine functions to expand the secondary motion. There are many advantages associated with using the zero tip deformation constraint which are; It is easy to orient the reference frame, The trial functions used to expand the secondary motion have no numerical or sensitivity problems, The force balances at the boundaries are always satisfied, regardless of whether an end is free or connected to another link and The resulting equations are simpler which makes simulating them easier.
Kinematics of Two Links Flexible Robot
The model consists of two flexible links moving in horizontal plane as shown in Figure  1 . The two links are chosen to be identical with the following properties;
Figure(1)
The two flexible link robot The direct kinematics equations establish the functional relationship between the joint variables and the end effector position and orientation, with two flexible links undergoing small bending deformations. For each link i the rigid motion is described as clamped angle i (t); lateral bending W i (x i , t). The position vectors for points on the two links can be expressed as, ( ,) 
As the selected study case is the planer two flexible links acting on a horizontal plane the effect of gravity on the potential energy is negligible and take only the effect of elastic energy of the link, from (4) and (15) from (11), (12) and (16) 
T TT =
M is the inertia matrix, C is the damping matrix, and k is the stiffness matrix.
Control of Linear Model of Two Links Flexible Robot
In order to design an optimal controller for the dynamic model of two flexible links in equation (21), the model must be linearized. A simple way to get the linear model is considering the equilibrium state of the system. If the angles of rigid motion are assumed to be small; when the links are near to their equilibrium points. 
Linearized Model
The open loop simulation for the state space model of two flexible links is shown in Figure  (2) . The open loop performance is; ramp output for both angles and velocities distribution for unit step inputs for input torques. Figure ( 3) Performance of two flexible links with optimal controller. The performance of the two flexible links with optimal controller shows that; for the 1 st link, the overshoot is about 0.1 at 2 sec, the settling time is 3 sec and the steady state error is equal to -0.05. While for the 2 nd link, the overshoot is about .25 at 2 sec, the settling time is 3 sec and the steady state error is 0.01 (less then in 1 st link). The modes deflection tends to zero approximately after 3 sec. The velocities of both links show overshoot (about 6 and 7) at 2 sec, which is extremely high and may cause failure in the structure of the model itself.
Fuzzy Control
Recently, one of the most important control techniques is the intelligent control; which is defined as a combination of control theory, operation research and artificial intelligence. Fuzzy logic is one the most popular area based on artificial intelligence, which is attached to a large number of research and industrial applications. Fuzzy controllers are expert control system that uses common sense rules and natural language statement. In many practical control systems several tasks are done by human, those tasks must be performed based on the evaluation of the measured data according to a set of rules which the human expert has learned from experience or training. As, there are many complex systems which is highly nonlinear, and/ or ill defined, such systems could be controlled by human without the need to the mathematical models. Fuzzy logic control has many advantages that make it very powerful when applied to those systems; as it is suitable for both linear and nonlinear systems, it is more robust than the classical control, and it can deal with systems which is ill mathematical defined or have no mathematical models at all. Fuzzy systems can be used in as closed-loop controllers. In this case the fuzzy system measures the outputs of the process and takes control actions on the process continuously. The fuzzy controller uses a form of quantification of imprecise information (input fuzzy sets) to generate by an inference scheme, which is based on a knowledge base of control force to be applied on the system [1, 7, and 8] . This establishes a fuzzy logic controller to control nonlinear vibration of a one flexible link. Therefore, a fuzzy logic controller design is adopted and will be applied for such system. In feedback loop of the control system, a fuzzy logic controller is used to provide control signals for the system and used to generate the joint torques and to enhance the performance of the system in vibration process with different suggested trajectories focus on follow the trajectory with minimum possible tip vibration.
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Fuzzy Controller Design
Fuzzy logic consists of three parts: Fuzzification, inference and defuzzification. Fuzzification is an interface that produces a fuzzy subset from the measurement; that is, it is a mapping from the set of measurements. The inference is an interface that produces a new fuzzy subset from the result of the fuzzification using for example a set of fuzzy (If-Then) rules. The antecedent and consequent of the fuzzy rules may be the system states, or the system error, error rate, error integral; in this case it is similar to PID controller. The results of the inference are a fuzzy subset associated with the output. The defuzzification is an interface that produces a crisp output from the results of the interface [1] .In the fuzzy logic controller, the rule based from human experts, which is not available for any system and may lead to incomplete and conservative control strategies. Also, the memory requirement for fuzzy logic controllers grows exponentially with the dimension of the system variables used in control rule base. The number of rules is n k , where k is the number of system variables in a rule and n is the number of fuzzy sets (e.g. for PD fuzzy controller and 7 fuzzy sets defined over each variable, the number of rules equal to 7 2 = 49 rules.). 
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One of the important steps of fuzzy logic controller is rule table. Fuzzy rules can be derived based on some knowledge of the controller process, or by analyzing the behavior of the controlled process in the time domain. The total number of rules is forty seven in this study. The control rules are in the form: If e is E i and de is De i then u is U i where, E i = linguistic term of error.
De i = linguistic term of change in error. U i = linguistic term of torque. The scaling factors; which scale the real system values into the normalized one are K p , K d and K u such that, Inputs scaling; e n = e * K p de n = de * K d Output scaling ; u = u n * K u = K u *( e * K p + de * K d ) The selection of the scaling factors plays a very important role in the performance of the fuzzy controller; however there is no systematic method to find the optimal scaling factors rather than using the simulation results. Also, there are some guidelines which help in selection the scaling factors like; maximum error, maximum change in error, and maximum control output. The control output from the PD fuzzy controller is similar to the form of the classical PD controller. The PD fuzzy controller rule table for robot is shown in Table (1) [1] . ZO NS NM NM NB NB NB The input for the defuzzification process is an aggregate output fuzzy set and the output is a single number. As much as fuzziness helps the rule evaluation during the intermediate steps, the final desired output for each variable is generally a single number. However, the aggregate of a fuzzy set encompasses a range of output values, and so must be defuzzified in order to resolve a single output value from the set. There are five defuzzification methods: centroid, bisector, middle of maximum, largest of maximum, and smallest of maximum. Perhaps the most popular defuzzification method is the centroid calculation, which returns the centre of area under the curve. Centroid of area defuzzification scheme is used for obtaining a crisp output in this study. 
Fuzzy Control of Linear Model of Two Links Flexible Robot
Two fuzzy controllers applied to the two links, so that the output from the fuzzy controller consid torque for each link. The controller inputs are the error and its derivative. The performance of shown in Figure (6 ), for the 1 st link; the overshoot is about 0.2 at 8 sec, the settling time is appro with zero steady state error. While the 2 nd link, the overshoot is 0.25 at 8 sec, the settling time is a performances of the modes of the two links have a settling time of 35 sec too. The velocity of 1 overshoot about 0.3 at 5 sec with settling time about 35 sec, while the 2 nd link velocity shows an 2.5 sec with the same settling time as 1 st link. The performance of the fuzzy controller is better controller as; the overshoot of the velocities of both links is less than those in the optimal c eliminate the possibility of structure faller. However, the settling time of the system is greater tha controller; the system slowly follows the input. The pe open loop is unstable as it acts as a ramp for unit step inputs. Also, the increase of the rigid angles rad) the high effect of the vibration occur as shown in Figure (9 ), which has a very bad effect performance. The fuzzy controller is applied to the non linear model of two flexible links with unit step inputs fo output performance is shown in figure (10); the 1 st link, the angle overshoot is 0.5 at 10 sec overshoot is 0.35 at 5 sec while the setting time is about 38 sec, and the 2 nd link; the angle oversho and the velocity overshoot is 0.35 at 2.5 sec while the settling time is about 40 sec. the flexible links tend to zero in about 15 sec. the optimal controller shows a stable system, may the high velocity overshoots is extremity danger of the links. The fuzzy controller gives a better performance to solve the problem of the high vel but the response to the inputs is slower than in the optimal control. Also, the steady state error fuzzy controller forced the two flexible links robot linear model to follow the given trajectories model of the two flexible links open loop shows unstable responses to unit step inputs, especially the angles values. The fuzzy controller is applied to the non linear model; shows a good performa as they follow the desired trajectories with approximately zero vibration.
